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Equities: European equity indices have traded in relatively tight
sideways ranges over the past few sessions, the EuroStoxx50 and 600
indices are however between 0.5% and 0.8% stronger this morning.
Traders await a decision from European governments about an oil
embargo on Russia as they gather this week with Joe Biden for a series
of summits. Equity volatility was actually well contained even after
Jerome Powell's hawkish comments yesterday afternoon, the VIX fell
further and trades at $23.35 on Tuesday morning. 
We may see a divergence again between European and North American
stocks (in favour of Europe), like we saw at the start of this year. ECB's
Lagarde warned yesterday to expect the ECB and Fed to move out of
sync in the foreseeable future, as the war in Ukraine has vastly different
effects on their economies.

Fixed income: Bonds took a beating on Monday after comments emerged
from the Fed Chair J Powell that the central bank could hike rates at an even
quicker pace than is currently expected. Benchmark sovereign bond yields
continued to march higher yesterday and into this morning - the US 10yr yield
is at a a near-three-year high of 2.35% today while the German equivalent at
0.50% for the first time since October 2018.
In fact, the US bond market is suffering its worst month since Donald Trump
was elected in 2016, as high inflation forces the Fed to aggressively pull back
monetary stimulus. For some time now we have outlined our underweight
position in bonds for an array of reasons, in our larger Investment Updates.

Commodities: Oil prices surged once again on Monday, as optimism seeps
away about progress in talks to achieve a ceasefire in Ukraine. Concerns about
supply continue to grow as Ukraine refuses to surrender key cities. In addition,
over recent days we saw targeted attacks by Yemen's Houthi rebel group on
Saudi Arabia's oil facilities, which helped drive prices higher still. Brent Crude
jumped by 5.75% to around $115, while the American WTI Crude rallied by 7%
to $110. Gold has moved sideways along with equities in recent days, the
metal at $1,927 and showing lower volatility so far this week.

Currencies: EUR/USD is edging lower this morning, undoing some of
last week's move higher, currently trading at 1.10. The world's most
traded currency pair is coming under pressure as investors look to the
possibility of a 50bp rate hike in the States at some point this year, while
in contrast the ECB will likely be forced to leave rates unchanged due to
conflict in the east.
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Nike, the world's largest footwear company (market cap of $205 billion), has
issued a quarterly update this week, which has been greeted well by its
investors. The shares are 6% higher in pre-market trade in New York this
morning, due to open at $138 which would leave them 23% off their all-
time high set back in November, and down just under 22% YTD. Nike
traded on a forward P/E of 30.3x and a TTM of 33.4x at last night's close.
The shares are yielding a dividend of 0.94%, having consistently increased
payout per share over the past decade. Earnings coverage is also strong,
with a payout ratio at present of 29%.
Overall revenue rose by 5% to $10.87 billion in the three-month period that
ended on February 28th, coming in slightly above Wall Street expectations
for $10.59b. On an adjusted basis, the firm reported $0.87 EPS, beating
estimates for just $0.71.

Nike

Powell's Comments
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell yesterday stated that the central
bank needs to move "expeditiously" towards tighter monetary policy and is
prepared to act even more aggressively if necessary to tackle high inflation.
"There is an obvious need to move expeditiously to return the stance of
monetary policy to a more neutral level and then to move to more
restrictive levels if that is what is required to restore price stability" he said.
The chairman said there was nothing stopping the US central bank from
moving forward with a 50 basis point rate hike in May when it next meets.
This is a move that has not been carried out in over 20 years and is seen as
a 'double hike'. He also laid out steps to shrink the Fed's roughly $9 trillion
balance sheet, a move which would undo much of the QE carried out
during the pandemic, and cited a labour market in the States that looks
"extremely tight", along with inflation that is "much too high".
Last week we saw Fed officials signal that the benchmark policy rate would
rise to 1.9% in the US by the end of this year, from its current range of
0.25-0.50%. Seven of the sixteen officials actually expected rates to
increase above 2% in 2022, indicating that at least one of the remaining
hikes this year will be by 50bps.

22/03/2022 - ECB's Lagarde speaks
23/03/2022 - UK CPI
23/03/2022 - Fed's Powell & BOE's Bailey speak
24/03/2022 - March PMIs


